Announcing Additions to ATLA Products – July 2016

Chicago, IL, July, 05, 2016 -- The American Theological Library Association (ATLA) is pleased to announce the addition of titles now available in ATLASerials (ATLAS®) and ATLA Religion Database® (ATLA RDB®).

New full-text titles in ATLAS

- Sewanee Theological Review by University of the South School of Theology

New indexing titles in ATLA RDB

- Journal of Asian Evangelical Theology by Asia Theological Association
- Asian Philosophy by Routledge
- Al-Masāq by Routledge
- Journal of Media and Religion by Routledge
- Religion and Society in Central and Eastern Europe by International Study of Religion in Eastern and Central Europe Association
- Judaïsme ancien by Brepols
- Sociology of Islam by Brill
- 신학과 실천 = Theology and Praxis by 한국실천신학회 [Korean Society for Practical Theology]
- Journal of Chinese Buddhist Studies by Chung-Hwa Institute of Buddhist Studies
- Politics, Religion & Ideology by Routledge
- Journal of the Bible and Its Reception by De Gruyter
- Journal of Ancient History by De Gruyter
- Journal of Early Modern Christianity by De Gruyter

About ATLA
Established in 1946, the American Theological Library Association (ATLA) is a professional association of over 800 individual, institutional, and affiliate members providing programs, products and services for theological and religious studies libraries and librarians. ATLA offers a prestigious product line of electronic resources to support the scholarly study of religion and theology, including the ATLA Religion Database® (ATLA RDB®), ATLASerials® (ATLAS®) and ATLA Catholic Periodical and Literature Index® (ATLA CPLI®). For more information visit http://www.atla.com.
About ATLA Products

*ATLA RDB* is the premier online index of citations covering journal articles, book reviews, and essay collections in all fields of religion. *ATLAS* is an online full-text collection of major religion and theology journals. *ATLA CPLI* provides indexing of periodicals, essay collections, church documents, papal documents and electronic resources expressly addressing the practice and intellectual tradition of Roman Catholicism.